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Author Bio 
Dr. McCoy has written five 
counseling related books about 
relationships, anxiety, and 
personality.  
 
This is her first novel. She was a 
State Constable in South Carolina, 
a senior instructor at the South 
Carolina Criminal Justice Academy, 
volunteered in a cold case squad, 
and is a Captain in the South 
Carolina State Guard.  
 
Her interests in mysteries, 
psychology, and Sir Winston 
Churchill came together in writing 
Return of the English Bulldog. She 
is in private practice in South 
Carolina. She is a popular speaker 
at conferences on The Dark Triad 
(psychopaths, narcissists, and 
Machiavellians).  
 
Dr. McCoy is busy working on the 
next book in the English Bulldog 
series. She so missed her 
characters. 

Dorothy McCoy 
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From a dark London alley, to the 
glamorous Savoy, to the peaks of 
Austria, Sir Winston pursues 
unimaginable evil. Humanity is in grave 
danger from a group of malevolent 
scientists. They are working tirelessly in 
a dark, damp laboratory in Whitechapel. 
The clock is ticking madly and Sir 
Winston, Dr. Einstein, a handsome MI5 
agent and a mysterious Great Dane 
have returned after 50 years of dead to 
save mankind one more time. The 
perverted, mad scientists including SS 
physician, Dr. Josef Mengele, are 
equally determined to complete their 
task to recreate the Nazi Empire and its 
most pathological fanatics. An old 
message bag stored since WWII 
contains the secret Sir Winston needs to 
defeat this formidable enemy. One 
name is written on that message bag, it 
brings chills to Winston and his team 
when they read that hated name.  
 
If Sir Winston fails, civilization is 
doomed. 
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TESTIMONIALS 

“If you like movies like James Bond, Mission Impossible, Jason Bourne, and Dark 
City all splashed on to an historical canvass, you need this book.” Amazon 
 
“This action mystery is an interesting blend of history and fantasy where the dead 
and living meet to pursue and stop evil. As a fan of Churchill I found the factual 
information presented valuable and thought provoking. The ending was surprising 
and touching from a spiritual perspective that I was not expecting. The author 
delivered a satisfying read that was fun and good for the heart.“ Amazon 
 
“I liked the modern day mystery, while set up in the past. A great mix! Can't wait 
to see what happens in the next book!.” Amazon 
 
 

“A delightful and captivating read 
from a truly imaginative new talent!"  
Jeffrey Deaver, International Bestselling Author  

The Steel Kiss; The Bone Collector 
 

"A crackerjack adventure with enough twists and 
turns to make any detective story fan's day.” 

Amazon Reviewer 

"This stirring adventure is brilliantly written.... A 
historical novel with a metaphysical twist.... A 
great book for readers of most any genre...." 

Goodreads Reviewer 
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Chapter 1: Churchill 
 
I am not a terribly imaginative person. We should settle that question right now. So, 
when I look into the corner of my office, in the Victorian chair, and see Sir Winston 
Churchill relaxing there, with legs crossed and a cigar in one hand and what appears 
to be a brandy sniffer in the other, I am stunned. As a practicing psychotherapist, I am 
seldom surprised by anything I see or hear, as I tell my clients quite often. However, I 
must admit, I may have been overly confident of my tolerance for the astonishing.  I 
glance around the room to satisfy my desperate need for a reality anchor. A cluttered 
oak desk, a bulging barrister bookcase, a scuffed steamer trunk, two white Victorian 
wicker chairs (one occupied by the decreased Prime Minister), and a stylishly faded 
velvet chaise are quirky, yet solid. Excellent! The walls continue to be coffee brown and 
white trim still surrounds the Palladium window. Window is still peeking into my tiny 
courtyard. Courtyard and vegetation are present and accounted for! Outstanding! Now 
we are getting somewhere! The sign on the door says Dr. Raven “Bones” Wyndot, 
Psychotherapist.  
 
This is unquestionably my office. Perfect! I touch my face; yes, face is mine. Whew! My 
confidence is restored. Warning to self, insane and confident we are not mutually 
exclusive states. Somewhat reassured, I return my attention to the illustrious Sir 
Winston. I recognize the great English statesman at once, because he is my hero. 
There are dozens of books written by him or about him sitting on my nightstand at 
home and in the barrister bookcase behind me. My amazement turns to curiosity, I 
am unusually curious by nature and it takes over. I wonder if he can speak, and then 
he speaks. “Dr. Wyndot, it is quite pleasant to see you today. Do you have more 
brandy?” Ah, that answers one question, he can speak. Now, I wonder if I can do the 
same… I manage to croak…uh, no, uh, Prime Minister, uh, Sir Winston...I have Diet Coke 
in the fridge. I grin my apology. Sir Winston is not impressed. We are not off to an 
encouraging start. In my defense, when one has been dead since 1965 and then 
abruptly appears in my counseling office without an appointment, one must take what 
refreshments one can get. I must admit he looks remarkably fit. In fact, he looks very 
much as he did in photos when he became Prime Minister in 1940.  Naturally, the 
question on my mind is, “Why is he here?” followed closely by, “How the hell is he 
here?”  
 
Copyright 2017 Dorothy McCoy 
The Ishmael Tree 
All Rights Reserved 

Book Excerpt 
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WHO SHOULD READ 
 

• History Buffs 

• Mystery Lovers 

• Hopeless Romantics 

• Action Aficionados  

• Winston Churchill Fans 

• Albert Einstein Freaks  

• Conspiracy Theorists  

Target Audience 

Touches chemical warfare.  

 
Historically accurate especially with 
regard to heinous Nazi medical 
projects.  

 
Romanticizes MI5 Agents like 
James Bond  

 
Do customers prefer facts or 
platitudes?  

 World Exploration.  

 

 

  

  

  

 

Based on real historical 
events. 

Connects to world issues 
of today. 

Supernatural superheroes 
that includes a Great Dane. 

Murder Mystery 

Romantic sparks between 
handsome ghost and heroine 
characters.  
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I appreciate requests for photographs for press use. Email and 
let us know where you post your article so we can link to it. 
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Email:      returnoftheenglishbulldog@aol.com 

Twitter:    @copdoc1 
LinkedIn:  linkedin.com/in/drmccoy 

Connect with 
Dorothy 
McCoy 


